Rescue or Reunite?
Opossums

Has the opossum been injured or been in a cat’s mouth?

Rescue!

Yes

Look for signs such as inability to stand, or rough or wet fur.

Put the opossum in a secure box in
a warm, dark, and quiet place and
immediately contact your local
licensed wildlife rehabilitator.

No

Is the mother opossum in sight?
Yes

No

Is the opossum longer than 7 inches not including the tail?

Has the mother opossum been injured?
Yes

Yes
This juvenile opossum is weaned
and ready to be out on his/her
own. No care is necessary. Simply
leave the opossum where he/she
was found.

No

Rescue!

No

Using thick leather
gloves, put the adult
opossum and her kid(s)
in a secure box with a
lid in a warm, dark,
and quiet place and
immediately contact
your local licensed
wildlife rehabilitator.

Bring pets indoors. Wear a pair of leather
gloves and carefully place the baby on
mom’s back. Leave the area and check
back later to make sure the baby was able
to cling to mom and was not left behind.
Were any kids left behind?
Yes

Rescue!
Put the opossum in a secure box with
a lid in a warm, dark, and quiet place
and immediately contact your local
licensed wildlife rehabilitator.

No

Congratulations, you just reunited a
baby opossum!

WILDCAREOKLAHOMA.ORG

405-872-9338

FACEBOOK.COM/WILDCAREOKLAHOMA

7601-84th St

Open 9am-7pm every day

Noble, OK 73068

Did you Know…?


Opossums are North America’s only native marsupial and a mom may have up to 13 babies in her pouch.



Opossums do not carry many common diseases found in similar species in part due to their abnormally
low body temperature.



Opossums are great neighbors to have when it comes to rodent and insect control.



Trapping and relocating an opossum is not a long-term solution. Another is likely to quickly take up residence in the available territory if the resources remain the same.



Safely stopping to check on an opossum that has been hit in the road could save up to 14 lives! Babies in
the pouch of a deceased adult female can often survive and be rehabilitated.

Capture and Transport
Unless the opossum is clearly critically injured, always confirm with a licensed wildlife rehabilitator that the animal does in fact require rescue before capturing/transporting the animal.
Prepare a container for transport by putting a towel in the bottom of a secure box with a lid
or a pet carrier. Use a thick blanket or towel to cover the opossum. Next, using thick leather
gloves, carefully place the opossum into your prepared container.
Keep the contained opossum in a warm, dark, and quiet place such as a garage, away from
pets and human activity, and transport to a local wildlife rehabilitator as soon as possible.
Efficient response to the wildlife emergency will increase the chance for a successful recovery.
Drive safely with your precious cargo!

